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ract. Intuitive!y, the more a machine knows the more it can learn. This intuition is formalized 
in a recursion theoretic framework. A formal definition of what it means for a machine to learn 
a finite sequence of recursive functisns is presented. We prove that there are sets of se&elepIces 
S, and a sequence (f f , , t,. . . ,f, ) E S such that in order to learn a program for J a machine must 
necessarily know programs for f, , . . . , A_, . Also investigated is the simultaneous inference of 
programs for a finite set of recursive functions. 
ctio 
Computer scientists have become intereste in inductive ir,fere 
machine learning primarily becaus fartificial intelligence considerations, see [2,3] 
and the references therein. Some dy of work in inductive inference 
by theoretical computer scientists [I, 4, 5,6, 10, 12,22,25,28, 291 
attention of linguists (see [20] and the references therein) and has d ramifications 
rogram testing [7,8,27]. 
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that qe = f then e ii: called a 
et f be a recursive 
set S of recursive functions is learn 
if there exists sn II such that for any f~ 
subsets 5 of recursive 
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i for some i su 
Ions that are learnable. 
In the above we have assumed that each inference machine is viewing the input 
function in the natural, domain increasing order. Since we are concerned with total 
functions, we have not lost any of t 
arbitrarily ordered enumerations of the s of functions as input to II 
order independence result that cov rs the case of inferring partial (not necessarily 
total) recursive functions can be found in [5]. e order that an II 
can have dramatic eEecrs or; the complexity of performing the inference [9] but not 
on what can and cannot be inferred. 
ine learning a sequence of functions. Once 
achine knows t ts of the sequence then it should be able to 
say that iP the mat ine “knows” programs 
the next function. In the next de 
= e means that the sequence of outputs produced 
, e,,, and the graph off converges to program e. 
here Ji(lsis 
et Ji={bil, biz, l . . 
A set S of sequences of n-tuples of recursive functions is rs 
that can infer all fn with a preamble of fewer than n -- ‘1 
very set S is either nonredundant or redundant. 
le. A set in S3E which is redunda 
S = {(fi ,h,h)lSI(O) isa program forfi s 
fax) =A( )(f x or x Z: 0), fz(2x + 1) is 0 almost everywhere, 
ficw =fAw +fim + l), 
f3(2x + 1) = 0 almost everywher,-, and 
.&, fi, f3 are all recursive}. 
To infer /*, a machine appears to need to now a program for fi ; to infer f3 a 
machine appears to only need a program for f,. Formally the set S is 
learnable. Examples of nonredundant sets are more difhcuTt o construct. 
3 and 4 examples of nonredundant sets will be constructed. 
The notion of nonredunda cy that we are really interested in is slightly stronger. 
The definition is given below. It turns out to be easy to pass fro 
tractable definition to the intuitively interesting one. 
set S of sequences of n-tu 
earnable for J = i.?, , . . . , ere exists an i s 
If t,‘aere exists sets Si (2 redundant i-tuples of functions, 
ts a set S of n-sequences that is stric 
Take S to be 
Suppose by way of contradiction that S is not strictly nonredun 
exists i, J an hatJc(l,...,i- can infer& from the indices of 
j& for je J, and the graph of_&. can easily be modified to infer gi 
from the indices of gj, for j E J, and the graph gi. Since J is a proper subset of 
(1 ,*‘*P i - I}, this contradicts the hypothesis. 
e following definitions are motivated by our proof techniques. 
Suppose f is a ive function and n E For j < tr, the jth n-ply of 
s the recursive function A 
n-Plies of partial recursive functions were used in 125). Clearly, any recursive 
function can be constructed from its n-plies. For the special case of n = 2 we will 
refer to the even and odd plies of a given function. 
Often, we will put programs for constant functions along one of the plies of some 
function that we are constructing. r convenience, we let ci denote the constant i 
function, e.g. hx[i]. Also, pi denot a program computing ci, e.g. 4pP, =Ci. 
As a consequence of the above lemma, we will state and prove our results in 
terms of redund the implicit awareness that the results also apply with 
“redundancy” ‘Wict redundancy” everywhere. ‘MS slight of notation 
allows us to omit what would otherwise be ubiquitous references to Lemma 1. 
ove that there is a set of pairs of functions that can be learned 
learned independently by any e 
in the next section. 
Qi is Q recursivefunction) is a nonredundant member of S*EX. 
ote that the SII efined above outputs a single pro ram, independent of 
its input. For a discussion of inference machines and the number of conjectures 
they make, see 161. We could modify the SII above to make it re 
recursive functions in the sense th 
[5,19]. The notion of reliability used here is as follows: 
S if and only if for all bc > 0, whenever (e, , . . . 
s, vei=J for i=l,..., k, and g is any recursive function, then 
converges to a program j iff pj = g. 
The modification to make M of the previous theorem reliable is as follows. 
M outputs its only program, it continues (or starts) reading 
function looking for a counterexample to its conjecture. If is given an empty 
preamble, the program produced as output computes a constant function, which is 
recursive. If A4 is given a nonempty preamble then, A4 assumes the program in the 
preamble computes some constant function Ax[i] where vi is a recursive function. 
Hence, the modified A4 will always be comparing its input with a program computing 
a recursive function. If a counterexample is found, proceeds to diverge by 
outputting the time of day every five minutes. 
A stronger notion of reliability would be to require that converge correctly 
whenever its preamble contains only programs for recursive functions and the 
function whose graph is used as input is also recursive. Run time functions can be 
useo to derive the same result for the stronger notion of reliability. 
arnin ces 0 
In this section we will generalize the proof of the previous section to cover 
sequences of an arbitrary length. We start by defining an appropriate set of n-tuples 
of recursive functions. Intuitively 
t function where the co 
of the lasi function in the seque 
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r all n > 0, S,, is a nonredundant mem 
. First we will show that there is a 
rams forf,, . . . , fn+ th 
to a program fo 
pi,( 0) to get a value ej for 
algorithm: 
On input x, calculate i such that i = x mod n and let x’ = (x - i) 
Output the value ~Jx”). 
If jP,. . . , in_, are indeed programs for fo, .. . , fn_, 
for fn. As in the previous proof, we could make 
functions. 
+1 will output a program 
+1 reliable on the recursive 
Let J = { iI,. . . , jr} be any proper subset of n-l}. Suppose by way of 
contradiction that there is an SUM er (fo,fi,...,fn)E Sn+, an 
ei, 9 l l l 9 fi?ir are programs for A,, . . . ,& e&_$. 1 converges to a pro- 
gram for fn. We complete the proof b form M into M’, an 
IIM that is capable of LIferring all the s, a contradiction. Choose 
jE{O,l,...,r+r -1)-J. Suppos a recursive function, is given to M’ 
as input. Assume without loss of generality that the input is received in its natural 
domain increasing order (0, f (0)), (1, f(l)), . . . . From the values off received as 
input it is possible to produce, again in domain increasing order, the graph of the 
following recursive function g: 
g(x) f(i) ifx=ni+j, = 
I 0 ifxfjmodn. 
Notice that the jth n-ply of g is f and all the other n-plies of g are equal to hx[O]. 
program for the everywhe zero function ( Ax[O]). M’ now simulates M 
the input sequence: 
( 2, z, . . . , hm,gw,.-•- 
conjectured program k3 uts a program s(k) such 
+j)]. s(k) is a program for t 
’ takes its input function an uilds another function with the 
’ then feeds this new 
r the constant zero function, to 
returns the supposedly correct 
ve theorem is 
Situations in which more than one II is attempting to learn the same input 
function were onsidered in [25]. In general, the learnable sets of functions are not 
closed under union [S]. team learning, the team is successful if one of the 
members can learn the input nction. The power of the team comes from its diversity 
s learn some functions and others learn different functions, but when 
considered as am, the team can learn any function that can be learned by a 
team member. s notion of team learning was shown to be precisely the same as 
probabilistic learning 1211. The major results from [2S] and [2l] are summarized, 
unified and extended in [22]. 
In some cases, teams of SII s can be used to infer nonredundant sets of functions 
from less information than ingle SIIM reqrires. For example, consider the set 
S3 from Theorem 3. Suppose (ci, cj,f) E S3. In this case, the even ply off is just vi 
and the odd ply is pj. Let ram pi (computing Ci) 
prior to receiving the graph has pj as its preamble. 
Each of these two SIP s then uses its preamble program as an upper bound for 
for a prograsn to compute the even ply off and simultaneously as an 
nd for the search for- a program to compute the odd ply off: Since natural 
numbers . :me all the programs, one of the “wo preambles must contain a program 
ral number) that bounds both pi and pi. The SII that receives the preamble 
the larger (numerically) program will succeed i s search for a program for 
both the even and odd plies ofJ: Wence, the team of two SII s just described can 
infer, from a preamble containing a single program, all of S3. A stron 
n this section, for each n > I, a nonre 
with the added property that {h I(fi , . . . 
cannot be Inferred by any SI that sees fewer than 
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sets T, constructed in [25] sue that T, is infetible by a team of y 
no smaller team. 
et be the 
from {1,2)x(1,2,3} 1-1 and onto {l,...,fi 
~3=c<fi,h,s,>lfi~iC,, 4,f2E{C*,C2, 
C(fl(0),f2(O)) is the least index of an 
that can infer fs}. 
It is easy to see that g3 f S3EX. The first two functions in the sequence are always 
constant functions which are easy to infer. Given programs for fi and fi the SII 
at constants the are computing and then uses the coding 
t which one of to simulate. 
Suppose that (fi ,fiJ3S E i39 e, a program forf, , and eZ a program forfi. Suppose 
way of contradiction that d either M’,(e,,f,) or 
ifies f3. The ca both see e, (or e2) is 
e] denote the I formed by taking an SIIM A# and hard wiring 
its preamble of programs to be “e”. Recall that progr pi computes the constant 
r each i. One of the five machines [ 5 PA [W 9 PA CM:, PA 
, p3] will infer each f3 such thai (J\ , fi, f3) E$. This set is precisely 
T6, contradicting the choice of T6. 0 
For each n E IV, there is a set & E S”EX at is super nonredundant. 
For each n s 2 the theorem holds vacuously. Choose ;yt > 2. Let gi = n - 1 for 
n-2, g,_,=n. Let P be the product of g1,g2,...,gn+ Let C be a fixed 
coding from (1,. . . , g,}x 0 . l x(1,. . . , g,,+} l-l and onto (1,. . . , P}. Let 
s that can team identify T”, the set of recursive functions 
any team of size P- 1. Now we can define 8”. 
~~={(fi,~*~,fn)l~~{CI,... , c,,}, for 1 s j < tl and fn E Tp where 
C( JO)) is the least index of an II 
in that can infer fn}. 
t is easy to see that ,!?,, ES” 
is a combiRatori 
i choices for ei there are 
Hence, the total number of I 
every fn in is Cy.: P/g,. e size of this team wiil be strictly 
long as cy:: l/gi C 1. This inequality follows immediately from the definition of the 
gj’s. ence, the theorem follows. Cl 
In previous sections we examined the problem of inferring sequences of functions 
by SIIMs and teams of SIIMs. In this section, we show that there are sets of functions 
thai are not inferrible individually, but can be learned when simult ously presented 
to a suitable IIM. First, we define identification by a Parallel I 
. An n-PIIM is an inference machine that simultaneously (or by dovetaif- 
s the graphs of an n-tuple of functions , . . . ,fn ) and from time to 
time, outputs n-tuples of programs. An n-PII converges on input fron* 
U,fi,-tfn) to (e,,ez,- ) if at some point, while simultaneously inputting 
the graphs of.LL l . ,A 
different n-tuple of programs. An n-PI1 iderztifies (fi , ft , . . . , fn ) iff 
u,h,-~dl) converges to (e, , e2, . . . , e 
~M,fi, l l l ,fn)1~M 
Notice that P’EX = EX. In o 
varies, we need a way of compressing 
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i and j, 
function that is 
simultaneously. 
cPply(i,j)ix) = 
@(4x) if x is even, 
qj(i(X - 1)) if X iS 0 
o piy( i, j) is a program that computes qpi o 
. XhereisasetSE *EX swh that nei tion 0fS is in 
. First we define S. 
S = {(f’ , f2) 1 the even ply of fI is any recursive function and the odd 
ply of fI is the constant ez function where vper is the even 
the even ply of_& is any recursive function 
and the odd ply of fi is the constant e, function where 
qsDeI is the even ply off, }. 
The 2-PIIM witnessing SE P’EX is described as follows. M inputs values 
f, and f2 until it has received 1) and fi(l). Let j 
outputs ( ply(k pj )s NW9 converges. Clearly, 
Suppose by way of contrad 
g such that (A g) E S}. e case of the other l-projection of S is similar. 
qi is an arbitrary re ction. Let k = ply( i, pd and j = 2 Pi). 
(pk, vii) E S and qpsc E S”. So every recursive function is the even ply of some 
member of 5’. 
functions, a co 
recursive function 
ieces and distributed. is distribution wi 
Notice that if some 
about all the jth k-phi ach of the f’s for each j such that 
i, . Similarly, if this PII 
will have Information abo 
that Cj does not contain b 
receives the graphs of gi, , 
k-ply of each of the S’s for each j such that Cj does not contain each of i, , i2, . . i,,, .
Since each the Cj’s cardinality exactly - 1, Cj contains of 
. 
h 9 ‘2, . . . . m. i Hence, a PII receiving the graphs of gil, gi2, . . . , gi,,, wiII be able to 
recover programs for each of the k-plies of each of thef’s. From the k-plies of the 
f’s, not only can programs for the f’s be constructed (the even ply of the g’s), but 
the encodings of pRjk((f, ,&, . . . ,fn)) for all subsets of j’s from {O, . . . , k - 1) as 
well. This latter information is all that is needed to figure out the constants that go 
on the odd ply of the g’s. Hence, a program for each of the g’s is constructible via 
the ply function. We have just inform described a m-PI1 that can infer any 
m-projection of S. Furthermore, this PlEl an actually infer the n-tuples of 
in S from any m-projection of S. 
contradiction that , . . . , i,+ is an m 
rams for all the 
v! to construct an I 
that, by simulating 
utes the even ply Constructs, 
y our constructjon, 
this program will 
was chosen arbitraril 
contradiction. III 
In this section we show that parallel lea 
sequence learning. Although this is general3 
the n = 1 case since S”EX = EX = P’EX. 
. For all n 3 2, S”EXc P”EX. 
Suppose 19 3 2. First we show incl 
(f, , . . . , fn) E S. VWe will uni 
outputs. To produce 
a conjecture for $2, chooses e, to its most recent guess as to a program for f, 
and then simulates (e,>,fi). In general, for i < n, ’ produces conjectures for 
A+! by choosing e,, . . . , e, its most recent conjectures forfi , . l . ,A and then simulat- 
((e, ,. ..) t?j),J+l). Since will eventually succeed in inferring f, , the c 
of e, will eventually be sound allowing (( e,),_Q to eventually produce a correct 
program for ji. After th t point, ez will chosen correctly, enabling the inference 
of jJ. Continuing this tine sf argument verifies that ’ will simultaneously learn 
is a member of 
elusion is proper. By Theorem 7, choose S, a set of 
every n projection of S is in P”EX but no (n - 
, . l . , fn) E S and S’ be the (n - Q-projection 
of every n-tuple. For example, ($1, . . . , fn_,) 
“-%X. By the above inclusion, S’B S”-‘EX. 
’ LL-*)¶I t 
us s4W 
urns [S] consid 
to converge to a 
finitely many arguments. 
capable of inferring all the recursive functions. This notion was refined in [6] to 
give an upper bound on the number of points of disagreement (anomalies) between 
the function being used as input and the one computed by the final program produced 
by the inference machine. A version of the team hierarchy theorem used in the 
proofs above also holds for the inference of prog s with anomalies [25]. 
The definitions of inference by SIlMs and P s can easiIy be extende 
consider the inference of sequences of programs with a few anomalies and the 
parallel inference of programs with some number of anomalies. Since our proofs 
are all by reduction to another inference problem and analogues of the problems 
we reduce to exist for anomalous inference, all of our results will “relativize” to 
the case of sui le inference with anomalies. The exact form of this relativization 
is an open p Consider a sequence (fi ,f2) and a p m til that computes 
fti everywhere xcept on two anomalous inputs. Can the S earn ft Wiih respect 
to two anomalies, given e, ? aybe the SII should be allowe four anomalies 
when trying to learn fi? 
e consideration of anomalies raises several interestin 
ere an arc x+ 
notion of Ale 
encies, 
f 2 
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